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1 Introduction 

 As the span length of cable supported bridges increases along with technological advances, the 
bridge structure becomes more flexible and more prone to flutter. Flutter is an important 
aeroelastic instability that wind forces acting on the bridge deck combined with the deck 
movement itself cause negative structural damping and increase the deck movement 
exponentially until its material failure. For a large structure such as a long-span bridge, it is 
important to seek safety against flutter while minimizing the cost. As opposed to traditional 
deterministic optimizations, Reliability Based Design Optimization (RBDO) performs structural 
optimization considering system uncertainties to minimize structural weight while satisfying a 
predetermined structural safety level. In this paper, an application of RBDO methods is 
presented to minimize the girder weight of a long-span bridge imposing a structural reliability 
level under flutter. This approach was applied to the projected Messina Bridge in Italy using 3 
different methods: Reliability Index Approach (RIA), Performance Measure Approach (PMA) 
and Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA). 

2 Flutter analysis of long-span bridges by hybrid method 

Flutter velocity may be calculated using a hybrid method that consists of an experimental phase 
of testing a sectional model of a bridge deck in a wind tunnel and a subsequent computational 
phase (Jurado et al. 2004). A vibrating bridge deck under wind flow creates self-induced forces 

that depend on displacement vector ( , , )T
xv w u and its derivative, where v is horizontal, w is 

vertical and φx is the rotational degrees of freedom of the deck. The relationship between 
aeroelastic force, fa and the displacement vector can be written employing a set of eighteen 
functions called flutter derivatives as formulated by Scanlan (1986).  
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where B is the deck width, ρ is the air density, V is the acting wind speed, K = Bω/V is the 
reduced frequency with ω as the response frequency, *

iA , *
iH and *

iP (i=1,…,6) are the flutter 
derivatives obtained experimentally.  

The dynamic equilibrium of a deck under aeroelastic forces (fa) can be written in a matrix form 
as: 

a aMu + (C - C )u + (K - K )u = 0               (2) 
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where M, C, and K are mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, Ka and Ca are aeroelastic 
stiffness and damping matrices. By applying modal analysis to Eq. (2), the solution is a 
combination of most relevant m modes. This leads to a following eigenvalue problem: 

  0μtμ e A I w      (3) 

where the matrix A is a function of the matrices, Ka and Ca, and wμ is an eigenvector. In order 
to solve this problem, we need the mode shapes and natural frequencies of the bridge, which can 
be obtained by a finite element model. The solution to Eq. (3) is expressed as μj=αj+iβj 
(j=1,…2m) where α is related to structural damping and β is the damping frequency. Flutter is 
produced when α becomes null with increasing wind speed. The FLAS code developed at the 
University of Coruña solves this eigenvalue problem, which was used to perform flutter 
analyses in this study (Jurado et al. 2007). 

3 Reliability analysis of flutter instability 

Reliability analyses provide information of probability of failure respect to a structural limit 
state while taking into account system uncertainties. In the case of reliability analysis of long-
span bridges under flutter constraint, the extreme wind velocity at the bridge site is one of the 
clearest sources of uncertainty, which is often described by a Gumbel type probability function. 
For the calculation of flutter velocity by employing a hybrid method, we need 18 flutter 
derivatives obtained experimentally. Each flutter derivative is obtained for different values of 
reduced velocity, V*=2π/K where K is the reduced frequency. In the subsequent computational 
phase, flutter derivatives represented by some data points are utilized (Figure 1). We assume 
that this experimental phase is subjected to uncertainties: the data points are normally 
distributed with their values considered as mean values. The limit state function, which defines 

the system failure, can be written as:  ( ) ( ) 1,...,f i wG V x x i n  X     (4) 

where Vf is the flutter wind speed, xi are n random variables representing a set of points of flutter 
derivatives and xw is the random variable of the extreme wind velocity at the bridge location. 
The total number of random variables is expressed as a vector X of n+1 dimension. 

      

Figure 1: Experimental data of flutter derivative, A3
*(left) and its representation as function of several 

random variables 

The modified First Order Reliability Method (FORM) is used in this study to compute the 
reliability index of the bridge structure due to flutter failure. This method calculates the 
minimum distance between the mean value of the random variables, which is the origin in the 
normalized U-space to the failure surface G(U)=0. The resulting optimization problem is: 

A3
*

V*V*
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min T  U U  subject to: ( ) 0G U   (5) 

where β is reliability index. The solution U* is denoted as the Most Probable Point of Failure 
(MPFP). This problem can be solved by many algorithms, among which the Hasofer-Lind 
method (1974) is the most commonly used. The idea is to perform a linear approximation of 
g(U) about the design point and compute β as the distance from the origin to this hyperplane as: 
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The initial design point of random variables is set to U0=0. After computing β a new design 

point is calculated as:             1k k   U U v                       (7) 

where v is the unit gradient vector of the hyperplane at the design point. The algorithm repeats 
the steps until the convergence in β value. However, this algorithm sometimes presents 
divergence depending on the limit state function and the initial design point as described by 
Choi and Grandhi (2007). In order to improve the convergence of the algorithm, a reduced 
factor has been introduced by Baldomir (2010) in Eq. (7). The idea is to reduce the step size by 
introducing a reduction factor to compute the new design point as: 

1
1

k k
k k c





  U U

U U  (8) 

where c is the reduction factor. Reasonable results were obtained for values of c between 2 and 
5 in this study. 

4 Definition of the RBDO problem 

RBDO performs design optimization taking into account system uncertainties. A typical RBDO 
process carries out a design optimization in original random space (X space) and performs a 
reliability analysis in independent standard normal random space (U space). A general 
definition of the RBDO problem is: 
minimize:     Cost (d) 

subject to:     ( ) 0
i

T
i fP G P d X,  i=1,2,…m                                 (9) 

 
( ) 0jh d                       j=m+1, …,M 

where d is a vector of the design variables, X, a vector of the random variables, P, a probability 
operator, Pf

T,  allowable probability of failure, Gi, ith limit state function, hj, deterministic 
constraints, m, number of limit state functions, M, total number of constraints. The probability 

of failure is defined as:             
0

( ) 0 ... ( )
i

i

G

P G f d


    Xd, X x x     (10) 

where fX is the joint probability density function of the random variables X, and the integration 
is performed over the failure region Gi ≤0. However, since this function is most often 
unavailable, approximation methods are used instead such as FORM. The probability of failure 

can be approximated by β as: ( )fP    (Cornell, 1969). 
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The most direct solution to (9) is the two-level approach, where a design optimization is 
performed in the outer loop and reliability analysis is carried out in the inner loop. The latter is 
also an optimization process to obtain β. By RIA, the reliability index, β is obtained using 
FORM as follows: 

minimize:             u  

subject to:    ( ) 0iG u      (11) 

PMA is based on the idea that it is easier to minimize a nonlinear cost function subject to a 
simple constraint function (Aoues et al. 2010). Just like RIA, PMA is a two-level method whose 
reliability rouine is formulated as the inverse of that of RIA. An efficient numerical method for 
the reliability analysis is Hybrid Mean Value (HMV) method (Choi et al. 2001), which 
adaptively utilizes Advanced Mean-Value (AMV) method and Conjugate Mean-Value (CMV) 
methods for convex and concave limit state fucntions.  
minimize:           ( )iG u  

subject to:    T
i i 

     (12)
 

Decoupled approach such as SORA formulates the RBDO into a sequence of deterministic 
optimization and reliability analysis.  
minimize:     Cost (dk) 

subject to:     k k-1( ) 0iG d ,X       i=1,2,…m   (13) 

                 k( ) 0jh d             j=m+1, …,M 

The optimum design variables are then incorporated into the reliability analysis using PMA. 

minimize:                                             ( )iG U  

subject to:                                            T
i i                                                                           (14) 

                                                             k( ) 0jh d                                 j=m+1, …,M 

5 Messina Bridge example 

A long-planned Messina Bridge project that will connect the Sicily Island and the Italian 
peninsula was used as an example. The bridge consists of 3.3 km main span and its 61 m wide 
triple box girder is connected by transverse beam every 30 m. The girder is suspended by main 
cables of approximately 2.0 m2 cross sectional area hanging from 382 m high towers. 3D beam 
finite element model in ABAQUS 6.6 was utilized to carry out static and modal analyses of the 
bridge (Figure 2) while the flutter analyses were performed by the FLAS code.  

  
Figure 2: Virtual view and the structural model of the Messina Bridge 
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Prior to performing RBDO, reliability analyses were carried out on the original bridge design. 
The objective of the reliability analysis is to get probability of failure of the bridge under flutter 

constraint:     ( ) 0fP G d X, ;    ( )f wG V x X   (15) 

where Vf is flutter velocity, xw is the random variable of the extreme wind velocity. Flutter 
derivatives employed in the example were obtained experimentally by León (2008) in the wind 
tunnel at the University of La Coruña. The data points that define each flutter derivative were 
assumed to be normally distributed with its standard deviation being linearly variable from 0% 
at V*=0 to 15% at V*=30. The Gumbel cumulative distribution function of the extreme wind 
velocity was defined by the University of Geneva (2004). The normal-equivalent mean value 
and dispersion of the extreme wind velocity random variable were computed because the 
FORM requires that all the random variables to be normally distributed.  
First of all, all the data points that define 18 flutter derivatives as well as the extreme wind 
velocity were considered as random variables, which summed up to a total of 89 random 
variables. The reliability index resulted from this analysis is β=12.28, which corresponds to 
Pf=5.8E-38 (Table 1). Then the data points that represent each flutter derivative were considered 
individually as random variables along with xw. From this study, the flutter derivative, A3

* was 
identified to be the most influential giving the value of β=12.45. Since the difference between 
two cases was only 1.4%, the data points that represent A3

* as well as xw were considered as 
random variables in this research.   

Random variables no. of variables β Pf 

xw, * * * * * *
1 6 1 6 1 6,..., , ,..., , ,...,A A H H P P  89 12.28 5.8E-35 

xw, * *
3,1 3,7,...,A A  7 12.45 7.0E-36 

Table 1: Reliability index and probability of failure for two sets of random variables 

The cross section of the girder and the design variables considered in the RBDO are shown in 
Figure 3. Two problems with different set of design variables were studied; a single design 
variable of uniform plate thickness of the lateral box girder and three design variables, which 
are the plate thickness of each edge of the lateral girder thickness while the central box girder 
was maintained as the original design.  

     

Figure 3: Cross section of the girder and the design variables  

The RBDO formulation is:   
minimize: girder cross sectional area (d) 

subject  to:   1 : ( ) 0f w fg P V x P    X ;  2 : 5 30ig mm d mm  ;   

        3 : 800cg Mpa  ;            4 : 1 0d

max

z
g

z
  ; 3300

500max

L
z L m   

 
(16)  

where σc is the maximum stress in the main cable, zd is the maximum deck deformation under 

the static overload case and zmax is the allowable deck deformation. The constraint, 3g assigns 

the main cable area so that the cable under static overload case is 800 Mpa whenever the deck 

d1 

d2 

d3 
(Top plate thickness) 

(Bottom plate thickness) 

(Side plate thickness) 
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weight is updated. The main code to carry out the entire RBDO process was written in Matlab 
r2010b. The calculations were carried out on cluster with 5094.4 GFLOP's peak power and total 
memory of 1792 GB. Each calculation utilized 1 CPU.  
The results of a single design variable case are shown next. The evolution of design variable 
with the target βT=14 and βT=11 using three different RBDO methods are shown in Figure 4, 
while the number of iterations and FLAS executions are summarized in Table 2. The number of 
FLAS execution is approximately proportional to computational time for each method.  

For the case of βT =14, the target reliability index was increased from the reference value of β 
=12.45 of the original design, which led to a heavier design. The optimized design by PMA is 
21.86 mm, which is very similar to the result by SORA, while the design by RIA is 2.4% lower. 
The algorithm converged in 5 iterations for PMA and RIA, while it took 20 iterations for SORA. 
However, the computational time for SORA is the shortest, which took about 8 hours. The 
reason for the computational efficiency of SORA is that its optimization and reliability routines 
are decoupled, and the design optimization is carried out deterministically. On the other hand, 
both RIA and PMA have their reliability routines in the nested inner loop within the design 
optimization, which makes these methods slower for the convergence. RIA utilizes the FORM 
for the reliability routine, which is less efficient than the HMV method employed in PMA. 
Moreover, the use of the modified FORM method explained previously was necessary to 
achieve convergence for RIA, specifically, a reduction factor of c=5. As the reduction factor 
increases, the algorithm takes more time for its convergence. 

For the smaller target reliability of βT=11, the girder design became lighter as expected. The 
computational time for SORA has decreased from the previous case, but it has increased for 
PMA and RIA. The increase in computational time for both methods is due to the greater 
number of reliability iterations, which corresponds to the increased FLAS executions for each 
design optimization loop. The optimized design variable value in this case is 7.01 mm for PMA 
and SORA, while that of RIA is about 7% higher. The aeroelastic constraint of g1 is active 
during the optimization for this problem.  

a) b) 

Figure 4: Evolution of single design variable for a) β=14 and b) β=11 

  RIA PMA SORA 
βT=14.0 No. of iterations 5 5 26 

No. of FLAS execution 1701 1462 583 

βT=11.0 No. of iterations 7 7 16 

 No. of FLAS execution 2380 1706 406 

Table 2: Number of optimization iterations and FLAS executions for single design variable case 
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The results of considering 3 design variables of the lateral box are shown next. Figure 5 and 6 
present the evolution of design variables and the objective function using 3 different methods 
for βT=11. The results of design variables for PMA and SORA are similar, while RIA gave a 
distinct distribution of design variables, among which the design of d3 is very different. This is 
because d3 is the shortest edge of the bridge deck, and its variation does not have much 
influence on the objective function. The combination of design variables of RIA can be 
considered as a local minimum. In fact, the converged objective function values between three 
methods are similar: the value for RIA, 0.454 m2 is about 4 % higher than those by PMA and 
SORA. The computational time for SORA is the shortest, which did not vary very much from 
the single variable case while that for RIA and PMA have increased greatly from the previous 
case. The probabilistic flutter constraint was active during the entire optimization process. 

    

Figure 5: Evolution of design variables using PMA (left) and RIA (right) for β=11 

    

Figure 6: Evolution of design variables by SORA (left) and evolution of objective function for 3 methods 
(right) for β=11 

 

  RIA PMA SORA 
βT=11.0 No. of iterations 15 20 14 

No. of FLAS execution 9275 8670 414 

Table 3: Number of optimization iterations and FLAS executions for 3 design variables case 
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6 Conclusions 

The RBDO considering flutter constraint was applied to the projected Messina Bridge using 3 
different methods. The results show a good agreement with the expected values; as the target 
reliability index is reduced from the reference reliability index of the original design, the girder 
design became lighter, while in the contrary case, the girder resulted in heavier design. For a 
single variable case, the results among all three methods are similar, while for three design 
variables case, the distribution of girder material is different depending on the method. The 
decoupled method of SORA gives the results in shortest time, while PMA is more 
computationally efficient than RIA among the two-level methods.  
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